Minutes of DMWG meeting====A. Boveia + organizers - IntroductionMoving forward with DMWG: shift in the way we operate, work not only one focused topic at a time. Today's meeting: gather ideas, see what the community will be interested to. Topics from today's meeting:   * Long-lived / dark sector particles, with relic density calculation   * Reinterpretation of results   * Considerations in case of discovery    * Upgrade studies, to be done within the collaboration and gathered/discussed in DMWGRevisiting past recommendations:    * Summary plots and DD/ID comparison   * Coherence between scalar modelsRecent/ongoing work:   * 2HDM   * t-channel (agreement between ATLAS and CMS)Topic 1: Discussion of ATLAS and CMS resultsL. Soffi - Summary of DM searches at CMSComprehensive summary of DM searches at CMS, concentrating on:   * visible object recoiling against DM      * jet or V(had) + MET      * photon + MET      * Z(ll) + MET   * associated production of DM      * Hgammagamma+MET      * top pair+MET (also reinterpreting SUSY search)   * simplified model has an explicit identification of the mediator      * reinterpretation of dijet/dilepton/angular searches (wide mediator)       * complementarity between visible and invisible searchesF. Ungaro - Summary of DM searches at ATLASComprehensive summary of DM searches at CMS, concentrating on:   * visible object recoiling against DM / searches with MET      * jet + MET      * photon + MET      * Z(ll) + MET   * associated production of DM      * Hgammagamma+MET      * Hbbar+MET      * top pair+MET (also reinterpreting SUSY search)   * simplified model has an explicit identification of the mediator      * reinterpretation of dijet/dilepton/angular searches (wide mediator)       * complementarity between visible and invisible searches   * SUSY      New: search for electroweakinos (Higgsino) with different assumptions on nature of LSP, in association with very soft objects and only accessible in Run-2Joint discussionMonojet   * the gain from using the new theory QCD/EW correction and uncertainty prescription improves at a maximum of 40% on the xsec (many effects folded in)   * CMS leaves each bin floating for a shape fit, while ATLAS considers a single normalization factor for the theory prediction as per DMWG prescription   * from now on, systematically-limited searchttbar and bbar limits:    * why is CMS sensitivity better than ATLAS? Model, or selection?   new possibilities on summary plots:   * CMS dilepton paper has gDM vs mMed, with fixed mMed*mDM   * are our assumptions all correct and well specified when plotting DD/ID and collider visible mediator searches? Topic 2: new ideas and revisiting work1. ReinterpretationM Citron - Simplified Likelihoods (CERN-CMS-NOTE-2017-001) Recasting binned searches means confronting the data with the likelihood model. In absence of model-independent limits, this can be approximated if:- shape analysis has independent bins (cut&count is a subset)- systematics on signal can be neglected- background constraints are symmetric and GaussianSimplified likelihood reduces to covariance matrix x gaussian uncertainty in each of the regions. Good agreement for SUSY search tested as a sample case. Q&A: For dijets this won't work/will be overkill, it would be better to give out the pre-fit background and the fit parameters. 2. LLPJ Beacham - LLP CommunityHow do we best ensure we don't miss interesting BSM LLP signatures?  LLP Community has organized a variety of workshops, including Mathusla / MIlliqan and other non-ATLAS and CMS experiments.Current effort: whitepaper to:- map out a simplified model proposal organized around generic classes of LLP production rather than theory motivations, essentially done.- review experimental coverage, on track for end of year (including time-critical trigger discussions)- future plans: dark showersSynergies possible with DMWG who would go more in detail for DM motivation and connection, waiting for first whitepaper draft to be released on lhc-llp@cern.chNote: include also SUSY-like theories that are well motivated and have DM candidates, e.g. coannihilationA. Goudelis - Basic types of freeze-in for LLP (Micromegas)Standard relic: freeze-out, but freeze-in (where DM is only produced from thermal bath due to feeble interactions and stops when n(bath)<sigma*velocity> < H ) is a more viable possibility for particles with low couplings (feebly-coupled: couplings of ~10^-12) and long lifetimes. Two mechanisms implemented in Micromegas for general BSM scenarios, with input feebly coupled particles and couplings:- annihilation of bath particles into DM (pairs)- decays of heavier particles into DMExpect a paper in next week or so. What may be worth thinking about in DMWG: pass current models for ATLAS and CMS searches through Micromegas for a scan of the couplings, see regions of parameter space with low-couplings that have a viable freeze-in history. Discussion between theory and experiments needed. Tien Tien Yu - LLP simplified models (arXiv:1704.06515)Problem: Need a (prioritized, systematic) list of LLP models, as there are many possibilities for a DM particle spectrum with more than 1 species  Solution: Categorize by production operator and final statestep1: pick simplified model for production of LLP, equivalent to  adding a new particle to the original content of the DM, as many final state as possible (minus diboson)step2: pick ansatz for decay of LLP, either EFT (very heavy mediator) or light mediator, where mass and couplings are specified so that it is/produces LLPstep3: simulate and recastThe examples are based on actual models (e.g. GMSB SUSY), but are not yet prioritized by theoretical motivation, nor have cosmological constraints -> could test with Micromegas, but there is literature about this. Mike Williams - LHCb results on dark photon  Very important for LHCb searches for dark sectors: real-time analysis. In the trigger we run what was the offline reconstruction. So far, focus on models:- Dark photon, can be recasted to many other models (including B-L)- Exotic Higgs decaysMany other published searches (massive LLP, LL Majorana neutrino, charged massive stable particles) and underway (dark photon trigger, 4-muon trigger, emerging jets)From Q&A: No direct invisible searches due to many neutrinos in HF decaysWould be interesting to understand how to use the same nomenclature for the simplified models shared with DMWG, and calculate relic density, in terms of summary plots-> Phil will follow up with Mike and report back 3. UpgradesM. D'Onofrio - YR on HL/HE-LHCWant to consistently present physics potential of HL/HE-LHC (27 TeV)All experiments contributing, theory contributionsBSM is WG3, with M. D'Onofrio (ATLAS), K. Ulmer (CMS), Xabier Cid Vidal (LHCb), Riccardo Torre, Paddy Fox (theory)Three possibilities for studies:- truth+smearing (ATLAS)- full analysis with parameterised detector performance (CMS)- Delphes cardsCollaborations should list studies on https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/ 1iXV41m5inPbxFpoWMrt5vXVGva5F6GYO7XwxTMHc5hQ/edit?usp=sharing, next meeting for organizers scheduled for Dec 21st, but not last chance to give ideas3. DiscoveriesDoojin Kim - DM pheno at LHC with decays outside the detector -> decaying into the detector invisibly, is what we observe DM? DM could appear:- in cascade decays with an LSP- pair produced Is this true that if DM is produced then ETMiss event is observed? But this statement is not trivial to reverse. How about disproving that newly invisible particle is cosmological DM? A non-zero DM particle width can cause distortions to experimental observables -> exploit to distinguish properties of DM, but also change the way we reinterpret existing data / search for DM4. Summary plots L Carpenter - V and AV compared to IDStarting from the simplest simplified model (DM couples to all 6 quarks, flavor democratic decays), propagate to ID where not only one type of quarks annihilates at once. Calculated constraints from Fermi dwarf galaxies for axial vector (annihilation favoures heavy flavour due to mass-proportional factor) and vector (democratic) Ready to try other models (e.g. t-channel, 2HDM)Topic 3: 2HDMK. Behr, summary of 2HDMConverged on less-simplified model (1701.07427) for interpretation of searches and painting a more complete picture of many final states at onceModel: Extension of 2HDM: softly broken Z2 symmetry to avoid FCNCs and focus on Type-2 YukawaIdea: pseudoscalar mediator mixes with heavy pseudoscalar A of 2HDM, why pseudoscalar: DD suppressedParticle content: Cp-even bosons h and H, CP-odd bosons A, a (mediator), charged Higgs bosons H+-, Diract DMWorking on documenting a number of  scans highlighting the complementarity among signatures, primarily mono-H/mono-Z/DM+HF/monojet (less sensitive)Aiming towards a whitepaper for the Winter 2018 conferences.  Q&A: interference effects between the two pseudoscalars are important, especially discussed with DMtt and DMbb channelsG. Busoni, Scalar vs pseudoscalar comparisonsDifferences between models where DM is scalar (S) or pseudoscalar (PS) mediator Particle content: - DM- charged scalar (to satisfy flavour constraints)- 1 additional pseudoscalar and 2 scalars OR 1 scalar 2 pseudoscalarsTwo options have similar pheno at colliders, but DD/ID differ#DD: Unsuppressed SI cross section for S, tree-level PS is highly suppressed, so loop dominates DD limits for PS#ID: S annihilation are p-wave suppressed, no ID signal, for PS relic density can still be achieved with order-1 coupling#LHC: similar phenomenology, PS production is enhanced due to the difference n the structure of quark-scalar couplings. Resonant production (1509.01110, 1701.07427): larger xsec for monoh for PS than s, while S more sensitive to monoZP. Pani, monotop in 2HDM (1712.03874)DM+ttbar and DM+bbar interesting in certain parameter spaces (ttbar w/sinTheta=0.7, bbar for high tanBeta)Single top signatures are also interesting: see work by D. Pinna on DM+pseudoscalar simplified models, so studying single top signature in this contextOnly a factor 2 smaller than ttbar+DM, dominated by t-channel production -> understand how the picture changes considering UV-complete modelt-channel and Wt-channel are added and matter differently depending on the mass of the H+Discriminating signals coming from kinematic endpoints of transverse/stransverse massesScans will be added to whitepaperK. Behr, interference in ttbar resonances from 2HDMa->ttbar: need to account for interference, implemented this interference in UFO for the first time and validated with sinTheta=0Q&A: check 4top, is tree-level ok? Maybe find someone working on ATLAS and CMS searches who can be interested in thisTopic 4: colored scalar models ("t-channel")K. Hamano, colored scalar (t-channel)Different models have so far been reconciled by DMWG, including how to combine the different numbers of partons and comparison with SUSY and relic density calculationsNew model from Natale et al, 1605.07058 has couplings to all three generations and satisfies full SM gauge symmetry, but only 1st generation is relevant for collider searches. Harder kinematics spectra than earlier model. Open points for DMWG: - do we want to use the same models and parameters between ATLAS and CMS?-- yes, coordinate with parameters because not the same now- do we want to pursue less-simplified models?-- yes but we need to understand whether the search would be done differently and set timescales / involve theory and CMS as well as ATLAS analysers 
